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1. Introduction
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One of the fundamental problems in classical General
INTERNATIONAL CEIJTEE FOR THEORETICAL PHYSICS

Relativity is what should be done with singularities which inavitatly arise in the theoretical description of the maaaive body
(or total Univerae) collapse. Although the singularities arising
as a reBu.lt of the gravitational collapae are believed to be hid-
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den under event horizons and thus are not visible to an external
observer, their very existence means the crisis of the classical

AMD
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gravitational physics. It is generally believed that the proper
account of quantum effects may oure this fleaease.
The aim of the present work i s to show that i t really hap-

V.P. Frolov •*
International Centre for Theoretical Physics, Trieste, Italy,

pens, and quantum gravity does remove classical singularities.

and

2. The effective Lagramftan
G.A. Vilkovisky

The revision of the problem of classical singularities is

S t a t e Coamittee of Standards, Moscow, USSR.

one of the final goals of quantum gravity, but the genuine achievement

of this goal requires the "completion" of the quantum

gravitational theory.
ABSTRACT

Indeed, to decide on the problem of singularities one needs

The problem of t h e g r a v i t a t i o n a l c o l l a p s e i s considered i n t h e framework
ii t h e quantum g r a v i t y e f f e c t i v e a c t i o n .

I t i s shown t h a t quantum g r a v i t y r e -

the asymptotic behaviour of the effective gravitational Lagran-

moves c l a s s i c a l s i n g u l a r i t y and possibly shortens t h e l i f e t i m e of t h e tilack h o l e .

gian

at small distances. However,because of the dimension-

ality of the gravitational coupling constant, each order of perMIRAMAEE - TRIESTE

turbation theory 1 B larger at email distances than the previous

J u l y 1979

order. Therefore in order to obtain the small-distance behaviour
one

• Presented a t t h e "Second Marcel Grossmann Meeting, h e i a i n honour of t h e
hundredth anniversary of t h e b i r t h of Albert E i n s t e i n , on t h e Recent
Developments of General R e l a t i v i t y " , ICTP, T r i e s t e , 5-11 J u l y 1979*• Permanent a d d r e s s : P.N. Lebedev Physical I n s t i t u t e , Aeadeiny of S c i e n c e s ,
Moscow, USSR.

must

sum up the perturbation series. This task being

9}

The effective Lagrangian generates equations of motion for
the vacuum average of a quantized field in the presence of
external sources.
-2-

•
first

itself, requires the solution of another problem

(-.he problem of ultraviolet divergences. Neither of theae

probifis

ha? yet been solved.

of •-'• • ;ving at definite conclusions

even

at the present state

of knowledge.

contribution. The next two lines symbolize all pos-

sible finite terms (both local and non-local) containing four
derivatives. Finally, the last line contains terms generating
the so-called non-local trace anomalies f 3 ^ • Since there are

Let us consider the effective Lagrangian of the gravitation^ field, arising at the one-loop level,"' It is of the followstructure:

t

expression (1) is the tree Lagrangian.

The second line is the logarithmically divergent part of the
one-loop

Nevertheless, as we explain below, there is a possibility

ing

The first line of

logarithmic divergences, the presence of the latter terms is
required simply by dimension.
The effective Lagrangian

cannot be computed exactly even

at the one-loop level, but a, b and c are calculable constants.

= -R

The behaviour of the field at small distances ia determined by
terma containing the maximal number of derivatives. Therefore
the leading part of the Lagrangian (1) is that containing (^ Q ,
and the coefficients entering this part are known:

R(C*D)R

00.*),
(2)
»
where

denote
K.,.. and \\,...

and

the Riemann and dual Riemann

is the regularization parameter.

If particles are created, there are two Inequivalent vacuas
I in, vac"> and lout, vac>
f 1 1 • The effective Lagrangian is
the Lagrangian of the real macroscopic field: <in, vac|g |in,vac}
£2} . As shown in Ref. 2 , this Lagrangian describes Doth
the vacuum polarization and the 'back-reaction of created particles on the metric.

/ denotes the omitted weaker terms, containing exactly
four derivatives.
When deriving the field equations from the Lagrangian (2),
the variations
"5 (J£nP^K<J • can be omitted, because they
lead to terms of order 0{P*) •
r 1
Since R*.... R *"y 3
is the total derivative:, the term
E h C O R * " " of (2; will not contribute to the linear part
of field equations. If non-linearitieB are not essential
(as is the case),
this term can be omitted altogether.
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It is important, that the leading termo (2) do not
generate one and the same graviton ^ - matrix. Theae Lagranon the renormalizatlon (or subtraction) arbitrariness. (tfMe argians are equivalent also off the mass shell if the sources of
bitrariness concerns terms on the second line of Eq.. (1)0
the gravitational field (including external ones) are conforIt was shown in Ref,

4

that the radiative corrections

mally invariant.
in the source-free

Einstein gravity theory can be computed in a

In the present work we shall consider mainly the traceless
manifestly conformally invariant way. The one-loop

effective

sources. Therefore we may adopt the Lagrangian (3). This will
lagrangian found in this way reads (only leading terms are
give us invaluable technical simplifications.
The defect of the Lagrangian (5) (or (2)} is the term 0(t»a).

retained) i

a
a

However, there are indications [5,6"] , that if the gravity theory
is renorealizable *' in any thinkable sense, then the one-loop
reault (3) correctly reproduces the true ultraviolet asymptotio
behaviour of the gravitational fieldf*'
Independent

of considerations in Refs. 5 and 6*

1, The term (3) is present in the true effective
Lagrangian.
2. Possible additional terma

~

Q(fc ) »ay

onl

y

te

higher

order in derivatives. Therefore the true effective Lagrangian

where

C^gv-g-

i s the Weyl tensor, and <JJ>($\K) ie the follow-

ing non-local functional of

can only tie better than (3).

(4)

Consequently, if the revision of the problem of classical
singularities on the basis of the Lagrangian (3) gives negative
results, then one has no statement, but still hag a hope for

The dots denote curvature additions (possibly non-local) making
the operator ((]+•.. )

Since we are interested only in the gravitational sector here,
it makes no difference in what system of fields the rencrmalizatulity will be realized (gravity, superpravity etc.).
**'The Lagrangian (3) (or (2)) already implies the summation of
the infinite perturbation series in such a way that(jtnA*) in
Eq.. (1) converts i n t o U n f O , The mechanism of this summation
1 B described in Ref. 5.
The lagrangian (3) (or (2)) is. of order
ft Etf Tt • rather than purely one-loop.

conformally covariant f3J » These curva-

ture additions are not known, but their particular form ia irrelevant tor small distances, since their contribution can be included in

0 [Vj

• The second term of Eq. (3) cancels the

trace anomaly produced by the firBt term [*4^j .
According

to Ref. 4

, the effective Lagrangians (2) and (3)

-6-
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The constantQ is the sum of individual contributions of
future Improvement. However, if "the results are poaitive, no
all quantized fields and ia positive:
future development will disprove them. Now, the fact la that
the results are positive.

(6)

Let us summarize our model Lagrangian. In order to have
the correct behaviour of the field at large distances we must
retain also the classical term of (1). The effective lagrangian
valid for large and small distances is of the form

where fig denotes the number of species of particles with spin
gf

existing in nature. (The weight coefficients in Eq. (6)

are given for the case of masslesa particles.)
The numerical value of a is unimportant for us. It is only

100

important

that Q. is of the order of

(Planck length)

and ^a

positive. The positivity of Ct is the fundamental fact following
from the poaitivity of energy of physical quantized fields f7,sj
The positivity of Ct makes quantum gravity asymptotically free

(5)

C5.].
The asymptotic freedom and the negative

with sign conventions*

energy of the

vacuum polarization due to higher derivatives in the effective
Lagrangian,work and remove classical singularities.
Already in the linear approximation we see that the propagator changes as

and ^ ( c j j x )

given by Eq. (4). The second term of (5) is of

order ^ *i . Therefore its contribution can be neglected in
all equations of motion except one: the trace equation. This

This corresponds to the following modification of the Newt on

is beoause the trace equation does not contain \7

law at small distance;

&1 0

•

Since quantum corrections in the lagrangian (5) are exactly
conformally invariant, the trace equation is exactly;

R= 0.
-7-

F

GH
-R-

2

The force remains finite (if ft = 0
R^O

- asymptotic freedom *

) or even tends to zero (if

contains two parameters and behaves at

f — Q

as

) . We shall show that in the

full non-linear theory the situation is qualitatively the games
the gravitational attractive force does not increase infinitely
during the gravitational collapse and the singularity doea not

Among the solutions there are those of the classical equation
A V

arise.

— 0

ana

*ne

new

regular ones. The general solution beha-

ves like the classical one.
In the present work we confine ourselves to considering
However, we know that i£> is the distribution and in fact

the spherically symmetric collapse.

does not satisfy the homogeneous equation, but rather the equation with the local sources

3. Preliminary analysis
To tegin

with,

S(r)

we analysed all static spherically sym-

metric solutions of our lagrangian. Their full list will be
given in an

extended version of

this

work. It turned

which immediately shows that only the regular solution

out that there are many solutionsi the 3 - parameter family
(in contrast to the 1-parameter Schwarzachild solution in the

_M

"

e

"ff

classical theory). This general solution with three parameters
turns-out to be singular, and the degree of singularity is the
same as that in the Sehwarzschild solution. However,there

describes the field of a positive-energy source ^ 4

is

also a 1-parameter family of regular static solutions.

Lesson;

in order to single out the needed solution of

higher-derivative equations one must take into account the
The situation is in fact very familiar. Indeed, let ua
properties of the source creating the field. In the consiconsider for example the linear equation with higher derivatives:
dered examples
higher derivatives + the positive energy of the source
unambiguously single out the regular solution.
The solution decreasing at infinity
However, in our non-linear gravitational equations there are
specific difficulties with a statio source. In particular, the
static source is unphyeical in the

-9-10-

T

region. Therefore we

at r

prefer to deal with realiatic dynamic models of a collapsing
body. At the same time, since the Blrkhoff theorem is not valid

=

0

for the region inside the shell,

i i ) Find the general asymptotically flat solution of source-free
equations for the region outside the shell.

in our theory, we have to consider general non-static solutions,

iii)Using the known form of T u v
4. Spherically-symmetric collapse in

ing

will be seen, our main conclusions are model-independent.

p=0 • ^

a

'

the Schwar2schild singularity as the final stage of the collapse
process.
Our main result is that we carried out tMs programme for effect-

There can be two thin traceless shells with equations of

null shell f i r s t !

condi tiona

The realization of this programme in Einstein equations gives

models of thin massive collaps-

respectively.

•' ump

iv) Sew the two solutions across the shell using jump conditions.

shells with the tracelees energy-momentum tensor, tout as

state: p — vjj. or p = 0

t h e

from our equations,

effective equations_of_quantum jjravity
For simplicity we consider

•find

We shall consider the

energy-momentum tensor reads!

ive

field equations of quantum gravity and showed that no singu-

larity arises

when the shell crosses f -Q

. The space~time

remains regular, and the shell, forced by field equations, "begins

V

(7)

<v

expanding.
At the particular stages of the above programme the results

where 1 T = 0

is

^

hs

equation of a null surface describing the

a r e t h e following:
i ) The s o l u t i o n of our equations near

evolution of the shell, and

by t h e quantum p a r t of t h e e f f e c t i v e

» and j/l = const

a r e

governed

action:

Q

At the flat infinity V~ -o-. "

f-0

lX

(8)

is the mass

plus the trace equation;

of the shell.
The main advantage of thin shells is that all the information about the source can be formulated in the form of jump
conditions for some invariants on the shell surface.

R =0 •

w

The main technical achievement i3 that we found all exact spherically symmetric solutions for the action:

S o , we must carry out the following programme:
(10)

i) Pind the general solution of source-free equations regular
-11-
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and proved the conformal version of the Birkhoff theorem for

tions are asymptotically flat.

thia action. We found tlie invariant parametrization. of the

iii) It is convenient to represent the general spherically

field in which the field equations of this action become linear.
symmetric line element as:
This enables us to find asymptotic solutions alao for the theory
(8) with the(Jtn Q)

insertion.

There exists a regular solution of the theory (8) and it
coincides asymptotically with the regular solution of (10). !Ehis
solution is of the following form:

is the metric on a unit sphere, and

where

is some 2-dimensional metric. We are looking for the geometry
jp of this 2-dimensional space and
(11)

Let

R

P

as a function on it.

denote the Sauasian curvature of Jp* and

There are also singular solutions of actions (8) and (10).

(14)

The singularity of solutions of (8) is always weaker T»y |[nD]
than that of (10). Only for regular solutions (,fn P")

is unim-

Then our equations are of the following form*

portant. Taking thia into consideration, we used the following
strategy: we first considered the gravitational collapse in the
theory without (J,n Q") and then verified that (|nD)

does not

change the result. The reason is that the spacetime

turns out

to be regular already in the

pari")

L- - theory.

ii) The general solution of the theory (9)-(10) is parametrized by two arbitrary functions. The requirement of asymptotical flatness at

pari")
(15)

1

f te. oo does not reduce the functional arbit-

rariness, but only imposes certain restrictions upon the class

(16)

of these functions. This means that almost all non-static solu-

(•'•trace e<jua£ion")
-13-

-14-

These equations are of the second order for f* and K

• There-

fore the invariant jump conditions arei

jump, "but the curvature K and

~i.\ remain continuous.

This means that they remain small, when the shell crosses f~0 '
Since the space-time remains regular, it is not surprising that,

g = 0 ; Einstein
equations

; Effective equations
of quantum gravity

solving our equations, we found that the shell orosses
without any trouble

=0 >

and begins expanding!

f~0

Since it goes away,

the space-time at |f* = 0 remains regular alwaya.
This ia how higher derivatives remove singularities.

ACKI-0
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iv) The solution of equations (8)-(9) near r = 0i 8 o ft h e
following form (see also Fig. 1 ) :

The invariant parametrization of the field and the general covariance of equations made i t possible to obtain thie Jumps, 'becausaequations

proved to be linear in highest-order derivatives.

Here the main point comes to light, which conditions the

(17)

appearance of the singularity in the classical theory and the

a

regularity of the same problem in the higher-derivative theory.
The regularity

We see

conditions at

p =* 0

r

ares

that if the internal solution is regular, then the

external solution

cannot be regular in the Einstein theory,

because (^V) and

3ujnp, and their jumps grow infinitely

where

is an arbitrary function. We have

(18)

when T-» 0 •
In our effective theory the derivatives of the curvature

-15-

-16-

As Been from (17), the curvature "becomes infinite only at
one space-time point: ( f=0

» t~ 0

)•

but thiB ie

independent and stable.

simply the

However, the next question immediately arisea: if the ahell

defect of models of thin shells* the dimension of a ahell becomes
zero,

while its total mass remains finite. The spreading of

a shell to a finite thickness would remove this defect.

were

tlmelike

but still traceless? The result of

the consideration of this case 1 B that such a shell would not
reach f~0

the black hole??
To answer this question we must know the global behaviour

We have considered the collapse of the null ahell. What if
the shell

begins expanding and returns to infinity, then what happens with

of the above solution. We do not have this behaviour at present,
but we obtained the exact solution of approximated equations,
which is of the following form:

a

line f~ 0

i- all> but would begin expanding even earlier. The

always remains inside the shell and is always

regular.
Finally, there comes the question about shellB with

| „ ^Q

In this ease there would be the delta-function type source in
the trace equation (16). This would lead to Jumps of (Vf}
because our trace equation

,

f\=\/ does not contain higher deri-

(19)

vatives. The jump of (J7(^ would immediately lead to the rise
of a singularity. But in fact all this does not happen,because the
conformal version (5) of the effective lagrangian
for sources with

cannot be used

1 j^ "^-{J . For such sources one must use the

Lagrangian (2), containing trace anomalies. The trace anomalies
save the situation, and the final conclusion is the samet .no
singularities arise.
Clearly, possible multi-loop additions to the effective
lagrangian

oannot change this conclusion either (just like C£n •)

insertions do not change it).
Resumes

Quantum gravity does remove the singularity in the

spherically symmetric collapse, and this conclusion ia model-

where K

ls t h e too
v

™ (Mac-Donald) cylindric function.

This is the particular solution

side the null shell is flat. We know for sure that this solution
is correct in a certain region shown in Pig.2, and we presume
that it is qualitatively correct everywhere. The corresponding
apace-time picture is shown in Pig.2.

-17-

in which the spacetime in-

-18-
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As seen from Pig. 2, the apparent horizon

deviates from

negligibly, but becomes non-static.

Yet near p ^ ^ M

it is almost static and thus almost null. Therefore there will
be the gigantio but still finite delay of out-going light signals. This (proper) time delay can be computed from the above
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cautions

fig. 1

Asymptotic behaviour of the solution near

f* = 0 .

Fig. 2

Space-time picture of the solution (19). The region
outside the dashfed line is that where the solution
(19) is certainly correct,
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